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amplitude and fi-equency
perform much better than

Abstract.

[1,2] select  between elementary linear controllers using nonlinear windows based on the
content of the feedback error. The controllers are relatively simple to implement and
linear controllers. The commanders for such controllers only order the destination point

and are fi-eed flom generating the command time-protiles.

The robotic missions rely heavily on the tasks of acquisition and tracking. For autonomous and optimal control of
the spacecraft, the control bandwidth must be larger while the feedback can (and, therefore, must) be reduced..
Combining linear compensators via multi-window nonlinear summer guarantees minimum phase character of the
combined transfer function. It is shown that the solution may require using several parallel branches and windows,
Several examples of multi-window nonlinear controller applications are presented.

1. Composite nonlinear controllers

R was demonstrated in [1-5] that some nonlinear controllers perform better than any linear controllers. Therefore,
the optimal controller is, generally, nonlinear.

For a sufficiently small region in the state space, the nonlinear optimal controller can be approximated well by a
linear controller. For the adjacent region, another linear controller can be designed that would be optimal over this
region, and so on. Then a cental design problem arises as of how to integrate these locally-optimal linear controllers
into a composite nonlinear controller, and in particular, how to provide smooth transitions between these linear laws
when the time trajectory crosses the borders between these regions.

The transitions between the control modes can be defined by pardcipation  rules illustrated in Fig. 1. Over some
transition interval of a variable or condition, the controller action is the sum of the actions of the adjacent regional
control modes, and at the ends of the interval onIy  one of the modes (or parameters, or actions) takes place. The
linear transition rule Fig. l(a) can be expressed as

action = actioni(  1 – k) + k.actionz,

‘1) :h:b
where the scalar k is changing from O to 1 over the transition wriabla  or ccndition variable or condtiin

interval. A smoother rule of the modes’ changing is illustrated (a) (b)

in Fig. l(b). Commonly, the precise shape of the participation
rules does not matter much as long as it is monotonic, not too Fig. 1. Participation functions in composite

steep, and not too shallow. controllers

The monotonic shape of the participation rules does not yet guarantee the smoothness of the transition. R is also
required that the adjacent control laws mix well, i.e., the combined action of the adjacent controllers exceeds that of
each individual controller. This is not always the case. For example, even if some residue that needs to be cleaned
out can be removed by either an acid or a base, an acid and a base should not be used as a mixture with gradually
changing content. For regulation of a reactive electrical current, a variable capacitor or a variable inductor can be
used, but these eiements  should not be combined in series or parallel since they might produce resonances. A low-
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pass link should not be mixed in parallel with a high-pros link  or else notches and n.m.p. shifl might result [2,5].
l%- logic controllers  break each smooth transition into several discrete steps. This increases the total number of
regions with different control laws. Since these regions become small, fuzzy logic control can use low order
regional controi  laws. Hence, fuzzy control design can be based on phase-plane partitions, and on passivity theory.
However, in fizzy logic controllers many variables need to be sensed and processed to define the boundaries of the
regions.

What region size is optimal for composite controllers? There are two advantages of making the regions small. The
first is that the control laws in the adjacent regions might become very similar which enables smooth transitions
between them without taking special precautions. The second advantage is, because the Iinear controller can be of
low order, the phase plane can be used for the controller analysis and design, and, as claimed by some of fiuzy logic
advocates, the controllers can be designed even by those ignorant of control theory. However, when the number of
the regions is large, the number of boundaries between them becomes very large. Correspondingly, the number of
the decision making algorithms and instruments for changing between the control modes becomes very large. This
complicates both the controller design and the designed controller.

On the other hand, higher order linear control laws can be made to remain nearly optimal over a much broader
region than low-order laws. This reduces the number of the regions and the number of the boundaries between them
thus making the designed controller much simpler. However, for the design of higher order regional control laws,
not the phase plane but frequency domain methods should be used. The partition between the regions should be also
somehow defined in the frequency domain. This approach requires caution and application of certain rules discussed
in Chapter 4 to provide good blending of the regional control laws at the boundaries between the regions.
Nevertheless, this approach is not difficult and leads to economical and nearly optimal controllers.

2. Multi-window control

In the following, we will consider a subset of the nonlinear controllers where the control law is dependent only on
the amplitude of the error at the output of the feedback summer. The controller is composed of linear operators and
nondynamic (static) nonlinear fimctions determined by participation rules.  It will be shown in examples and by
some argumentation that such controllers provide nearly optimal performance for a wide variety of practical
problems.

The sets of the error signals can be bounded by two-dimensional windows shown in Fig. 2(a). The windows divide
the frequency spectrum (or, equivalently, time-response behavior) and the amplitude range. Within each window,
some optimal linear operator (probably, of high order) is employed.

frequency--+ frequen~
~ time ~ time

(a) (b)
Fig. 2. The multi-window control concept: (a) the choice of the linear controller defined by the error amplitude and

frequency content, (b) the linear controller is defined only by the error amplitude

When the amplitudes change, other windows become active and the control law changes. The amplitudes of
different frequency compments  of the error define the composite control law.
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The multiwindow  nonlinear controller can be implemented as follows: the error is partitioned into components
belonging to several windows, the components which belong to a window processed by the window linear operator,
and the results combined by nonlinear finctions  implementing the appropriate participation law. This architecture is
referred to as nzulfi-whdow,  and a great number of usefkl nonlinear control schemes can be cast in this form.

In many practical cases, the correlation between the error’s amplitude and the frequency content allows using only
the diagonal windows as shown in Fig. 2(b). (The error amplitude can be linearly weighted.) The optimal iinear
controllers within each window can be designed using Bode integrals as the realizability limitation and the criterion
for minimum phase behavior as the condition of smooth blending with the adjacent regions differing in frequency.

High-order linear regional controllers can be made nearly optimal not only within rather wide assigned windows,
but ako over some reasonably wide margins overlapping the adjacent windows, In this case, with relatively steep
participation rules and narrow transition areas as illustrated in Fig, 3, the participation rules and the position of the

borders between the windows become not critical.
r I I { I

W
-— ---— —----- When the transition area is narrow (which often is the case), the-— -—-- ----—-

\
transition is only required to be smooth. When the transition area is

- - - - - -  - - - - - - lmnsifion
- —  - - - -  — - - - - - comparable to the area of the window, the transitional nonlinear

~ ‘“’S- - - - - -  - - - - - - control law must also be optimal. The transitional operators can be
- - - - - -  - - - - - - analyzed and synthesized using either the absolute stability

approach or the describing tlmction  approach, using as the design
frequency~

Fig. 3. Transition areas at the window borders
constraints the Bode integrals.

The static nonlinearities  used to implement the transition between the control modes lend themselves to realization
using tizzy rules. The nordinearities  are chosen (like saturation) such that sharp discontinuities  are avoided.

Two-window compensators are widely employed (although not always optimized) in practical feedback systems,
particularly, in anti-windup schemes, in acquisition and tracking systems, and in Nyquist-stable  systems for
provision of global and process stability.

The multiwindow  compensator is a nordinear  dynamic compensator. And, vice versa, the NDC discussed in [2],
whether they are made as a combination of parallei  channels or as links with nonlinear local feedback, are
multiwindow  controllers. In [2], compmite nonlinear controllers are studied as the means of providing global
stability and process stability. In this paper, we concentrate on applications.

3. Windup, and anti-windup controllers

The overshoot in a system with saturation for the large amplitude input step can be excessive and persistent – this
phenomenon is called windup. The windup can be many times longer than the overshoot in the linear mode of
operation. Windup is caused by a combination of two factors: the error integration in the compensator and the
actuator saturation. The saturation limits the return signal and therefore prevents the error signal accumulated in the
compensator integrator from being compensated. During the initial period after the step command is applied, when
the output is still low and the error is large, the compensator integrates the error. When the time comes at which this
integrated error would be compensated by the return signal in the linear mode of operation, this does not happen for
large commands, since the return signal is reduced by the actuator saturation. Then, it might take a long time for the
feedback to compensate the integrated error. The error “hangs up”, and only after some time, the output signal drops
to the steady state value.

Using the DF concept, the qualitative explanation for the windup phenomenon goes as follows. Actuator saturation
reduces the describing fimction  loop gain thus shifling the equivalent crossover frequency down in frequency. The
resulting overshoot is long, corresponding to this low crossover t%equency.  The value of the windup depends on the
loop phase lag. When the phase stability margin is more than 70°, the windup is practically nonexistent, but it is
large when the stability margin is 30° or smaller. The windup can be reduced or eliminated by employing nonlinear
dynamic compensation.
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Windup in PID system is commonly reduced or eliminated by placing a saturation in fi-ont or after the integrator, or
resetting the integrator. A saturation link with different threshold is sometimes placed as well in front of P-term as
shown in Fig. 4 thus making a three-window controller.

The diagram in Fig. 2 is somewhat ambiguous since it does not
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -  .
1
1

indicate whether the frequency selection or the amplitude selection I

is performed frost. Often a particular order is required. This order is
I

different in the block diagrams in Fig. 5 which exemplifies two - ,
types of architectures for multi-window compensators. I

L-------~__-;

Fig. 4. Saturation in front of L and P-paths.

/+ HP,

(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Multi-window compensators with parallel channels

Fig. 5(a) shows compensators with parallel channels. In such compensators, saturation links are commoniy  placed in
the low-frequency channel since this channel’s gain response dominates at lower frequencies. At large signal levels,
the saturation link reduces the low-frequency gain and the phase lag of the compensator decreases thus reducing or
eliminating windup. Placing a saturation link in front of the Z-path in PID controller commonly allows making small
both the length and the height of the overshoot. In doing so, the vahte of the saturation threshold is not very critical.
Placing a dead-zone element in front of the high-frequency channel with k <1, also reduces the phase lag at large
signal amplitudes which helps to eliminate the windup and improve the transient response.

Also, the windows can be placed in the local feedback path of an amplifier in the compensator. The performance of
such multiwindow controllers is at least as good as that of the parallel paths controllers, and in this case the design
can be placed on fm foundation of Popov absolute stability criterion [2,3,5],

4. Acquisition and tracking

Acquisition and tracking systems, like those used in homing missiles, are designed to operate in two modes:
acquisition mode when the error is large, and tracking mode when the error is smail.  An example of the
acquisitionhracking  type is a pointing control system for a spacecraft-mounted crunerq in which a rapid retargeting
maneuver is followed by a slow precise scanning pattern to form a mosaic image. Another example is clock
acquisition in the phase-locked loops of telecommunication systems and frequency synthesizers. When the error
signal is large, i.e. the system is in the acquisition regime, the controller should respond as rapidly as possible, i.e.
the feedback bandwidth should be wide. In the acquisition mode it is not necessary however that the feedback be
very large, since the error is big anyway. In contrast, in the tracking regime, the feedback bandwidth needs to be
reduced to reduce the output effects of the sensor noise, but the value of the feedback should be made rather large to
minimize the tracking error. The differing loop frequency responses for the two modes are depicted in Fig. 6.

While the determination of theoptimal  frequency responses for the acquisition mode and for the tracking mode is
straightforward, guaranteeing smooth transient responses during transition from acquisition to tracking is not trivial.
The transition can generate large transients in the output and error signals. If the transients are excessively large, the
target can be de-acquired.
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me transition between the responses can be done by switching dB
or, better, by using nonlinear windows: the smalI  errors are
directed to the tracking compensator, and the large errors directed Z.
into the acquisition compensator. When using the windows, $dB/oct acquisition
special care must be taken to ensure that all intermediate 10 .

~
combined fkequency responses of the parallel channels are O .25 .5 1 \
acceptable. Intermediate response might result in an unstable - l o -

system, or in a system with small stability margins an~ therefore,
producing large amplitude transient responses.

Fig. 6. Acquisition/tracking loop

As an example, let the total loop response be the weighted sum of the acquisition and tracking responses:

T=(l–k)T&+kq, (2)

and suppose that k smoothly varies from O to 1 as the transition from acquisition mode to track mode occurs. For a
certain value of k, the gains in the two paths are equal at the frequency ~ indicated in Fig. 6. At this point the
difference in phase between the two transfer fictions exceeds 180°, and the result is that a zero of the total transfer
fimction  T moves into the right haif-pkme  ofs. The transient generated while the system remains in this state can be
big and disruptive, even causing the target to be lost.

The conditions for the two parallel path transfer fimction  JVl + Wz to become n.m.p. when each of the channels is
m.p., is given in [2]. When the response is changing between two responses that, which combined, form n.p. lag that
causes oscillation in the feedback loop – what happened? Qualitatively, we can describe the effect as follows. When
one response dies down and the second response gradually rises to power, there is a time interval when they both
are active, with the describing function k producing n.p. loop transfer describing function. When this time interval is
long enough, a violent transient can occur that might lead to the target de-acquisition. For example, when the system
in Fig. 5 with responses of Fig. 6 was modified so that the compensators are not switched instantly but their outputs
combined via nonlinear windows, the overshoot in computer simulation reached 5000A.

Therefore, when using two-window controllers with nonlinear blending of the linear controllers, the two
compensator responses should not differ as much as those shown in Fig. 6. Hence, the two-window controller,
aithough substantially better than a linear controller, still do not allow implementation of the best possible responses
for acquisition and for tracking. This can be done with a three window controller using an intermediate frequency
response during the transition which will look like the dotted line in Fig. 6.

5. Time-optimal control

Time-optimal control means changing the output variable between the commanded
limits in minimum time, with limited force or power amplitude. For example, shifting a ,
mass with limited force amplitude in minimum time results in the force profile shown in

E

position

Fig. 7. This control switches the force from positive to negative values at appropriate ve/ocity

instants. The switching must occur at exactly right moments or else the final error will be 0 time

large. When the plant is uncertain, the moments cannot be exactly calculated, and the
open loop control entails considerable errors. force

When the time-optimal control has to be implemented closed loop-wise, it still should Fig. 7. Tne-optimal
provide swift transitions from the maximum positive to maximum negative values, i.e. control of a rigid plant
transitions very close to switching. The switching controller is a relay controller, i.e. a position
controller with infinite gain in the loop. An approximation to this controller is a
controller with saturation and very large gain of linear links of the loop. The problem of designing such controller is
therefore a feedback maximization problem while providing global stability and windup elimination. The solution to
this problem also requires using an NDC, i.e. a multi-window controller as was shown in [4,5].
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A reasonable complexity linear controller cannot provide time-optimal control. But a nonlinear, even a simple two-
window controller, can be quite good. For most common problems, two windows suffice. However, when the
transition between the modes must be vexy fast, or when the dynamic range is large, more windows may be
necessary. For example, time-optimal precision pointing of space optical telecommunication systems with a huge
range of error from acquisition to tracking would require more than two windows.

Example 1: Despin Control for S/C Booster Separation. The spacecraft booster is stabilized by spinning at 85 RPM.
After separation from the booster, the spacecraft shown in Fig. 8(a) is despun by yo-yo to about 2 RPM, (The yo-yo
is a weight at the end of a cable wrapped several times around the spacecraft. When the spacecraft is released from
the booster rocket, the weight is also released and begins unwrapping the cable. When all the cable length is
unwrapped, the cable is separated from the spacecraft, and the yo-yo takes away most of the rotation momentum.)
The remaining spacecraft spin needs to be removed by fining thrusters. The spacecraft is unstable for spinning about
z-axis since it is prolate, and the despin should be fast. Because of huge uncertainty in the initial conditions after the
separation, with various positions and spin rates and different types of coupling between the axes, the controller
design for the despin fimction must be made very robust, and at the same time, it must perform in a nearly time-
optimal fashion. After the despin is complete, the controller must be changed to provide better control accuracy in
the cruise mode.

z

Dv

x

(a)

+x PW%4  and
M + decoupling

P2 3 Y + _ thmater  logic

SIC dynamics Thrustera

external forces and torques

(b) (c)

Fig. 8. A spacecraft (a) local frame coordinates, (b) attitude control system block diagram,
(c) time-response of z-axis despinning

The controller shown in Fig. 8(b) uses pulse width modulated (PWM)  thrusters. Since each thruster produces x-, y-,
and z-torques, they are combined in pairs and decoupled by the thruster logic matrix. This renders the control of
each axis independent to a certain extent. The problem is however complicated by coupling between the x, y, and z-
rotations due to the spacecraft dynamics, including spinning of fiel and oxidizer, initially at the rate of the booster.
Due to large plant uncertainty, despin was chosen to be proportional, providing large phase stability margin over the
entire frequency range of possible plant uncenainty  and x-, y-, and z-controllers coupling.

In the block-diagram, the demultiplexer  DM separates vector into its components. The multiplexer M is doing the
opposite. The compensators are independent for the x-, y-, and z-rotations, i.e., the controller matrix is diagonal.

When the controllers’ gains were chosen such as to despin the SIC without substantial overshoot, the z-axis response
was as shown in Fig, 8(c), curve 1. It is seen that the control is not time-optimal.

A better controller can be designed using fuzzy logic, with switching between different control laws depending on
the variable values. Because of the complex spacecraft dynamics, there could be many ways to choose the switching
conditions. However, the study of these options would be expensive and time consuming. Instead, a two-window
nonlinear controller was designed which only changes the control law on the basis of the absolute value of the error
in each channel. This was done by passing the errors via saturation-dead zone windows so that smooth transition
between the control laws was provided. The resulting control law is nearly perfect for the despin finction  and as
well for the cruise mode. The transient response for this controller is shown by the curve (2). The de-spin time was
reduced by 20°/0.



The two-window controller performs better and is at the same time more robust than the original linear controller,
with larger stability margins for large error mode when the cross-axis coupling is the largest.

This example shows that even for complicated plants with multi-channel coupled nonlinear feedback loops, a
nonlinear two-window controller using only the error in
individual channeIs  for changing the control law provides
nearly time-optimal performance, substantially better than
that of linear  controllers.

Example 2. [n Cassini  spacecraft, the main engine m

(thruster) is gimballed.  The trajectory maneuvers can be
Fig. 9. Cassini main engine gimbal controller

performed by articulating the engine in x- and y-directions. The block diagram for the x-axis controller is shown in
Fig. 9.

The error is processed by a two-window nonlinear controller which has a local feedback path comprising a
saturation link and the guidance filter G. Small errors are multiplied by the transfer fimction  k/(1 – G). Large errors
are multiplied by k. Intermediate amplitude errors are processed by the nonlinear compensator which is an
intermediate between the two linear compensators. The two-window controller is of the kind described in [2,3]. It
eliminates the wind-up, allows for large disturbance rejection, and assures asymptotic global stability.

The Cassini  attitude control employs thrusters (without PWM). The plant is close to a pure double integrator,
although there may be flex modes at high liequencies.  The thrusters are not throttled and not modulated, the torque
is positive or negative some fixed value, or zero (similar to a 3-position  relay.) These controllers also employ two-
window nonlinear compensators.

Example 3. Temperature controller for the mirrors of the Narrow View Camera of Cassini  spacecraft. The camera is
a small telescope shown in Fig. 10(a). The primary and the secondary mirrors of the camera must be kept at
approximately same temperature in order for the mirror surfaces to match each other, and the image in the focal
plane to be clear. Fig. 11 shows Bode diagrams for three [paralIel  channel compensator. The low-frequency (LF)
channel is preceded by a saturation element which constitute amplitude window for the feedback error. The
transient response to a step input is shown in Fig. 12. The time-response of the heater power shows that the
controller is nearly time-optimal. The controller was described in more detail in [1].
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Fig. 10. Narrow Fig. 11: Parallel-channel Fig. 12. Step response
Angle Camera compensator responses for thermal controller

Example 4. An tunnel-effect accelerometer [6] is shown in Fig. 13(a). The proof mass and the soft springs it is
suspended on are etched of Silicon. The position of the proof mass is regulated by electrostatic forces between the
proof mass and the upper and lower piates. The accelerometer uses tunnel effect sensor of the proof mass position.
The voltage on the lower plate equals the voltage on the upper plate plus some bias. It can be shown that with
proper bias voltage, the upper plate voltage is proportional to the measured acceleration.
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Fig. 13. Silicon accelerometer block diagram (a), compensator (b), and electrical analog plant model (c)

To achieve the desired accuracy, the feedback in the proof mass control loop must be larger than 100 dB at
frequencies up to 5 Hz. The feedback crossover fkequency A is iimited by the dynamics (structural resonances) of
the proof mass and suspension system to less than 3 kHz.

The tunnel current is the exponent of the inverse value of the tunnel effect gap. The normal value of the gap is
approximately 6 Angstrom, but initially, the gap can be smaller, the tunnel current much larger, the derivative of it
(the tunnel sensor sensitivity) also larger, and the loop gain bigger than nominal. The system global stability is
provided by using a NDC with dead-zone in the local feedback path.

The mechanical plant might have some resonance modes with uncertain frequencies over 500 Hz. The quality factor
of the resonances is not higher than 20, i.e. 26 dB.

The compensator is shown in Fig. 13(b).  The dead-zone eiement  was chosen non-symmetrical (a Zener diode) since
the characteristic of the tunnel effect sensor is also non-symmetrical. For low level si=~als  the Zener is not
conducting, and the compensator response is determined by the lower feedback path. Two series RC circuits
shunting the feedback path provide two leads giving sufficient phase stability margins over the range 200 to
3000 Hz. The Bode diagram and the Nyquist plot for signals of smaIl amplitudes simulated in SPICE are shown in
Fig. 13. When the signal is exceeding the Zener threshold, the diode opens and the upper feedback path, which is a
low-pass, reduces the compensator gain at lower frequencies by approximately 30 dB. This gain reduction reduces
the slope of the Bode diagram, substantially increases the phase stability margin at frequencies below 200 HL and
improves the transient response of the closed loop which is important since the acquisition range of the tunnel effect
sensor is very narrow, only about 15 Angstrom.

This controller provides global stability with the loop phase shift of n at frequencies where the loop gain is large,
eliminates windup, reduces the overshoot, and increases the acquisition band of the tunneling condition. The tunnel
effect is an exponential fimction,  and if the feedback loop was initialized when the distance in the tunnel  sensor gap
was much smaller than normal, then, the loop gain is much larger, and the system would become unstable if it were
not for the gain reduction by the NDC.

Example 5. A small parabolic antenna tracking the Earth is placed on Pathfinder Mars Lander. Two identical
brushless  motors with internal analog rate feedback loops articulate the antenna in two orthogonal directions. The
motors are controlled by two independent identical S1S0 controllers.

The sampling tlequency  is 8 Hz. Were the delay caused only by the sampling, the crossover frequency would bejJ5 =
1.6 Hz. However, since the computer must handle not only the motor control loops but other higher priority tasks, there
is an additional 500 msec delay caused by four real time interrupt (KIT) delays, 125 msec each. Also, due to limited
bandwidth of the analog rate controllers for the motors (akeady  designed), the motors have 50 msec delay. Since the
total delay is not only 62.5 msec (of sampling) but 62.5 + 500 + 50 = 600 msec, the realizable crossover frequency is
lower in proportion to this delay, i.e. A < 1.6.62.5/600 = O. 17 Hz,
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The controller includes two cascaded linear links, Cl + 1 and C’p A saturation link placed in front of Cl makes the
transfer timction  of the compensator dependent on the signal level. When the signal level is beiow the saturation
threshold, the compensator transfer fiction is (Cl + I)CV When the signal is high, the compensator transfer
flmction  reduces to Cz.

For small signal amplitudes, the compensator fimction is C = (Cl + 1) Cz where Cl is a single-pole low pass filter Cl
= 2.5/(0.0833 +s) and Cz is a lead link, C2 = ( 0.106 + s)/(2.23  + .s). The asymptotic gain frequency responses of the
compensator links are shown in Fig. 14. The digital compensator equations Cl = (O. 15 + O. 15/z)/(1  - 0.99/z), C2 = (0.9
- 0.8883 /z)/(1 - 0.75/2).

dB

dB 50
30 40
20 - 30
10 -

f, log. scale 20
0 1 r 10

-10 - ().()1 0.1 1 t log. scale
o , I

-20 - C2 -lo 0.01 ‘1

-30 -
0.1

Fig. 14. Asymptotic Bode diagrams Fig. 15. Open loop asymptotic Bode diagrams of the compensators
for compensators for small error (upper curve) and large error (lower curve)

The asymptotic loop gain frequency responses are shown in Fig. 15 for the case of both Cl and C2 operational, and for
the case of Cl = O (lower curve). The Bode step is very long because of the necessity to compensate for large time delay
of up to 7 RTI, and to reduce or eliminate the c, C2
overshoot, -

saturation I sat ~t .15+  .’l5/z d
+

+1OOO
The simplified feedback loop block diagram

, 1- .991Z

is shown in Fig. 16. The block diagram mot_error 2.5/(s+0.0833) (s+0. 106)/(s+2.23)

includes saturation in the higher gain, low I
Controller, 8 Hz ssmpling

frequency path; linear links Cl and C2; a I dur_out
~b

scaling block that has saturation and a dead
zone; the delay block; and the model of the mot_des

plant (of the motor with its anaIog control
electronics). The variable dur_out  is the

, ,Sjxp+

mot~sition
duration of the motor to be on during the
sampling period of 125 msec. The motor is
rate-stabilized by an analog loop with 30
msec  rise-time. The motor transfer function is

Fig. 16. Motor controller flow chart

therefore that of an integrator (the angle of
rotation is proportional of the time the motor is on) with an extra pole caused by the limited bandwidth of the analog
rate loop.

Conclusion. Multiwindow controllers employed in space systems designed at .JPL outperform conventional linear
controllers and simpli& the commanders.

We believe that such controllers should replace linear controllers in most of control systems, students must be taught
that, generally, the controllers must be nonlinear, and newer control schemes should be compared to multiwindow
controllers (instead of to linear controllers) to determine their advantages. (For example, it is shown in many
examples that some fhz.zy logic and neural  network controllers perform substantially better than the best linear
controllers, but comparisons to well designed multiwindow  controllers are typically missing.)
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